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• In September 1969, during the military dictatorship in Brazil, leftwing activists kidnapped U.S. Ambassador Charles Burke Elbrick in
Rio de Janeiro;

• In exchange, the kidnappers demanded the release of 15 political
prisoners from Brazilian jails. The military government was forced
to accept and the prisoners were loaded into a plane bound to
Mexico;

• A few days later, Brazilian military government issued the
Institutional Act - 14 (AI-14), a military decree that installed death
penalty in case of "external, psychological, adverse, revolutionary
or subversive war acts".

● Theme: Brazilian news coverage of the US

● Methodology: Discursive Analysis of Imaginary

● Objectives: to understand the imaginary built by

(Silva, 2019), conducted on the following stages:
material organization, definition of emerging
topics from the first reading, data collection,
organization of collected data, analysis of
emerging topics.

ambassador's kidnap, the publication of AI-14
and the relationship between these two events.
the press discourse and demonstrate what is
hidden in the news.

● Hypothesis: the press coverage reinforces the

official discourse and justifies the publication of
the AI-14.

● Corpus: the news surrounding these two events

that were issued in the newspapers Folha de S.
Paulo and O Globo, between the day after the
kidnapping, September 5th, 1969, and the day
after the signing of AI-14, September 11th, 1969.

● Theoretical Reference: to support the research,

we looked for considerations about the role of
the press in the work of the authors: Kovach e
Rosentiel (2014), Traquina (2005), Tuchman
(1983 apud Vizeu, 2002), Gramsci (explaind by
Coutinho, 2011), and others.

Topics analyzed - Folha de S. Paulo
1st topic - the official discourse: the official discourse was
treated as it was unquestionable - the speeches of military
officials were reproduced and used as the only source,
without any question. Also, authorities were referred as "our
authorities" not "Brazil's authorities".
2nd topic - counterpoint absence: there was any indication
that someone opposed to the regime was interviewed.
3rd topic - deference to authorities: Folha de S. Paulo
reinforced the discourse of fear that the military used to
justify an institutional act that validated violence and death.

Topics analyzed - O Globo
1st topic - the emotion of the people: in different texts,
the government will state in the newspaper's pages that
the case is “an act of terrorism against Brazil” and that
Brazilians are “shocked” and “united” against this
“gesture of extreme brutality”.
2nd topic - terrorists: the kidnappers are called
"terrorists" from the first day of coverage, both by the
authorities - in official notes - and by the newspaper in
their editorials, titles and other content.
3rd topic - necessary evil: the newspaper retrieves the
history of the world, which eases the weight of extreme
measures by the government.

Image on the cover of the September 12, 1969, edition
of the newspaper O Globo. The caption says: “Father
Sergio Donatelli recalls that the History of Christianity
refers to many cases of (fair) application of capital
punishment”.

Conclusions
● The research confirmed our hypothesis, by demonstrating the evolution of the press discourse in the

analyzed period of time. First, the news reports attacked the militants and then minimized the death
penalty;

● In the news, the official speech is published and no counterpoint is presented;
● In the newspapers the imaginary disseminated is that the Brazilian people support the military

government, and that, consequently, the political struggle of the opponents is a struggle against Brazil.
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